Abstract

Concurrent with advancements in cosmology, various theories have been proposed about the origin of the universe or its ultimate fate. These theories include the Steady State Theory, Oscillating Universe Theory or Cyclic model, Multiverse Theory, String Theory/M-Theory, Quantum Gravity or Loop Quantum Cosmology, The Big Bang Theory, Inflationary Universe Theory, and the No-Boundary Proposal. Among these, the Big Bang theory has been widely accepted by most scientists, with the Inflation theory serving as its complementary addition. On the other hand, theories such as the big rip, flat universe, and big crunch have also addressed the ultimate fate of the cosmos. However, T-Consciousness Cosmology presents a new hypothesis to explain how the universe was born from a black hole named the ‘Cosmic Black Hole,’ or the initial seed of the universe. This hypothesis not only addresses how this particular type of black hole forms, contingent on the reversion of the cosmos according to the Spherical Cosmos model but also details its fundamental differences from known black holes, referred to as “intra-cosmic black holes.” The reversion of the cosmos in the ‘Spherical Cosmos Model,’ is described through a mechanism known as space Rebound, which is distinct from the Big Crunch. The Terminal Edge of the cosmos is defined as the maximum radius at which space mesh is capable of rebound during the universe's volume increase. In the process of the rebound of space to its ultimate extent, objects within the cosmos face complete disintegration and transform into waves called absolute waves. Due to the inherent rotation of the cosmos and its reversion from the Terminal Edge, these waves collide and create gravitational centers in the central regions of the spherical cosmos, forming new types of matter known as light-dark matter, dark-dark matter, and thermal matter. Each of these mentioned materials represents a new type of matter introduced by T-Consciousness Cosmology. Additionally, according to this model, the cosmos contracts into a very tiny point with a final quench, where all types of matter and fundamental forces unite, forming a new type of absolute matter called ‘Taheri Absolute Matter’ (TAM). The spherical cosmos model also divides time into various types: ‘Longitudinal’ and ‘Transverse,’ and unlike the theory of relativity, where time is considered a dimension, it classifies it as one of the types of transverse time introduced as an entropic force. In essence, this type of force (time) acts against the force of gravity and, by disintegrating all types of objects from fundamental to large scale, acts as an agent of stress or tension release from the space mesh.
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Theories in Conventional Cosmology on the Beginning of the Universe

Introduction

The origin of the universe or how it came into existence, as well as its ultimate fate, has always been one of the most intriguing and challenging questions in science and philosophy. To address this challenge, it can be said that the basis for many hypotheses in the past was derived from discovery and intuition or philosophy, with various theories being proposed in this regard. It is important to note that the validity of each of these theories must be demonstrated with observational evidence.

Other theories, such as the big rip, big crunch, and flat universe, also propose possibilities that the cosmos may face in the future. In contrast, the Big Bang theory describes the beginning of the universe, which has been continuously refined throughout history and, despite its flaws, has so far been agreed upon by the majority of cosmologists. In cosmology, several theories besides the Big Bang have been proposed about what happened before the Big Bang or how the universe began, none of which have been definitively proven or widely accepted to date. Among these theories are:

1- Cosmic Inflation: This theory suggests that the universe, in its first moments when it was in a state of unstable energy, underwent a very rapid expansion. In other words, the universe increased in volume by several times in a fraction of a second, due to a mysterious type of energy that permeates empty space. The inflation theory predicts some obscure issues such as the uniform distribution of energy and the flat geometry of space-time. In fact, this theory states that inflation smoothed out the initial irregularities and laid the foundation for the cosmic structures that we observe today. Inflation ended with an explosion of radiations, which are today detected as the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (Figure 1).[1 2]

Figure 1: Inflation theory in the Big Bang Model
2- Quantum Fluctuations: Quantum fluctuations are based on the principles of quantum mechanics. This theory suggests that the universe could have originated from quantum fluctuations in the vacuum of empty space, often referred to as quantum nothingness. In essence, fluctuations can cause the creation of particle and antiparticle pairs, which have the potential to lead to the creation of the entire universe. According to this theory, in the early cosmos, quantum fluctuations transformed infinitesimally small changes into significant differences in the distribution of matter on cosmic scales during the inflationary period. These changes later served as the foundation for the structure of the universe. Essentially, quantum fluctuations are constantly occurring, small and random variations in energy and matter fields. One of these fluctuations could have started the Big Bang and created a bubble of space-time that expanded into our universe (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: A three-dimensional rendition of quantum fluctuations (or spacetime foam) at subatomic scales Augmented structures, 10-33 cm passage, Credits: Refik Anadol and Alper Derinbogaz](image)

3- No-Boundary Proposal: This theory, presented by Stephen Hawking and James Hartle was first proposed in 1983, when it was later developed and completed, is about the state of the universe before the Planck era and suggests that the universe did not begin at a singular point in time and has no initial boundary. It is based on the idea that if we go back to the initial moment of the universe, the concept of time becomes obsolete. Therefore, the No-Boundary Proposal illustrates that measuring events before the Big Bang is impossible. Scientists employ a mathematical tool called imaginary time to describe the universe as a smooth, four-dimensional surface without any singularities or edges. In this view, there is no clear distinction between before and after the Big Bang. Imaginary time is a mathematical concept that appears in some theories of physics, such as quantum mechanics and general relativity. Essentially, this type of time allows us to imagine that there was no Big Bang and that the beginning of the universe occurs as a slow transition from one state to another (Figure 3).
4- **Cyclic Model or Oscillating Model**: In the 1920s, theoretical physicists, particularly Albert Einstein, considered the possibility of an eternal cyclic model for the universe as an alternative to the expanding universe model, leading to the introduction of the oscillating universe theory by Alexander Friedmann in 1922. This theory suggests that the universe undergoes repeated cycles of expansion and contraction, each cycle ending with a Big Crunch and starting with a Big Bang. In this theory, the cycles could be driven by dark energy. From the perspective of conventional cosmology, dark energy is an unknown force that causes the acceleration of the universe's expansion (Figure 4). It's worth mentioning that these hypotheses are just some of the possible scenarios for what happened before the Big Bang or how the universe began. There may be other theories or even multiple realities yet to be discovered or understood.

Additionally, several other theories such as the Multiverse Theory, Steady State Theory, String Theory or M-Theory, and Loop Quantum Cosmology Theory have been proposed, each offering a different perspective on the manner in which the universe came into being.
The Cosmic Black Hole Hypothesis or the Initial Seed of the Cosmos, a New Proposal in Cosmology

T-Consciousness Cosmology, by examining the mechanism of the cosmos from a different perspective, offers a new analysis of the genesis, expansion, and fate of the cosmos by presenting a spherical cosmos model and new hypotheses.

According to this model, billions of years ago, the universe was born from a black hole named the Cosmic Black Hole; meaning that all types of matter, energy, or fundamental forces that we know, before the existence and formation of the structure of the current cosmos, were in complete unity in a very small point, forming an ‘absolute matter’ which is the content of the Cosmic Black Hole. This black hole has a completely different structure and definition, unimaginably small and significantly different from the known black holes within the cosmos today. In other words, T-Consciousness Cosmology, by introducing the spherical cosmos model, states that this type of black hole is not only the beginning of the birth of the cosmos but also the expansion and formation of various types of matter and energy leading to the creation of countless cosmic bodies have started from and can be defined within this black hole. Therefore, according to the spherical cosmos model, the Cosmic Black Hole, or the initial point of the cosmos, has major differences from the known black holes. To express these differences, we first delve into defining and examining the intra-cosmic black holes presented in conventional science.

Definition of a Black Hole:

From the perspective of conventional cosmology, black holes are the natural outcome of general relativity and serve as a powerful analytical tool to investigate both macroscopic and microscopic properties of the universe. In essence, black holes are objects whose gravitational field is so strong that not even light can escape. These objects first attracted attention in the 18th century through John Michell and Pierre-Simon Laplace, and ultimately, Karl Schwarzschild was able to describe the features of a black hole in 1916, using Albert Einstein’s general relativity. In the basic definition of black holes, it can be stated that there are regions of space-time where the gravitational potential exceeds the square of the speed of light. In other words, according to general relativity, if a mass is sufficiently compressed, it can cause space-time to curve and deform, leading to the formation of a black hole. The event horizon of a black hole is its outer spherical boundary, often considered its surface, and is the region around a black hole where the gravitational effect becomes so strong that not even light can escape.

The adjective “black” in black holes comes from the fact that all light passing the event horizon is trapped. Therefore, a black hole behaves similarly to a black body in thermodynamics.

Due to this behavior, the identification of a black hole often relies on observing the motion of objects around it. If there are celestial bodies such as stars or planets in the vicinity of a black hole's trajectory, then all of these objects, if sufficiently close to the black hole, will be drawn into it. Alternatively, images captured of these objects apparently located behind the black hole will be accompanied by distortion (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Artistic rendition of a Black Hole
Black holes are often formed from the death of massive stars. In fact, when such stars reach the end of their lives, they lead to colossal explosions. The mechanism of these explosions is such that due to very high heat, in addition to hydrogen and helium, carbon, oxygen, and silicon can also burn as nuclear fuel inside these stars, ultimately leading to the production of iron through continuous fusion. Iron is the most stable nucleus among the elements and does not easily participate in fusion. In fact, this element is the last atom that the core of a very hot star can produce, signifying the end of the nuclear fusion process. The lack of fuel for fusion leads to a decrease in the star's temperature, which increases the speed of the star's collapse due to gravity, eventually leading to the star's complete collapse onto itself. Finally, in an explosion known as a supernova, the star disperses its material into the surrounding space, leaving behind a remnant that can be a neutron star, pulsar, or magnetar. However, if the remaining mass of the star is several times greater than the mass of the Sun, the star will begin to collapse and during this process, the pressure of the neutrons will not be sufficient to stop it, and instead of forming a neutron star, the star's core proceeds to form a gravitational singularity. The gravity of this singularity is so powerful that it overcomes all other forces to the extent that it creates a field in space-time from which not even light can escape. This is why it is called a “black hole” (Figure 6). Relatively small black holes can also be created through the merger of neutron stars. Even a neutron star can merge with a black hole to create a larger black hole, or two black holes can collide and merge to form a more massive black hole.\[17, 18\]

![Figure 6: General stages of the evolution of a star into a black hole](image)

**Structure of a Black Hole:**

Black holes have structures that can be divided into different sections:

- **Quiet Region or Static Limit (Negligible gravitational influence):** The static limit is an area around the event horizon of a rotating black hole, such as the Kerr black hole, where any trapped object will have a spin. In other words, within the static boundary, an object is forced to rotate alongside the black hole like a whirlpool. The static limit touches the event horizon at the poles of the black hole, where there is no rotational force. It is the outer boundary of the ergosphere, which, in a non-rotating black hole, aligns with the event horizon.\[19, 20, 21\]

- **Ergosphere:** The ergosphere is located after the quiet region. This area is an energy-rich region where light in that area both orbits around the hole and is pulled towards its center by gravity.\[22\]

- **Event Horizon:** The event horizon is a boundary around a black hole beyond which no light or other radiation can escape. It is essentially a point of no return.\[23, 13\]
• **Gravitational Space-Time Distortion:** This distortion is the geometric bending of space-time in a field created by a very dense object.[24,25,26]

• **Singularity:** A point at the center of a black hole where mass is infinitely compressed, and space-time and known laws of physics completely lose their nature (Figure 7).[27]

Black holes can also be classified according to their different sizes and behaviors:

**Schwarzschild Black Hole:** Plays a significant role in Einstein's gravity and is the simplest type of a black hole with no charge or spin, but has an event horizon and a photon sphere. This black hole includes a singularity, meaning a point where matter is compressed up to infinite density (Figure 8).[29]

Also, the anatomy of a black hole from the Schwarzschild perspective includes the following elements:

- **Counter Rotating photon sphere and corotating photon sphere:** Both are regions where light is trapped by the black hole's gravity and begins to orbit it spherically.

- **Outer Event Horizon**

- **Inner Event Horizon (Cauchy Horizon)**

- **Singularity**

- **Schwarzschild Radius:** The distance between the outer event horizon and the singularity point is referred to as the Schwarzschild radius. [28,29,30]
• **Reissner-Nordström Black Hole**: This type of black hole has both charge and spin. It also has two event horizons and one photon sphere. Additionally, it includes a point singularity, which is an improbable occurrence since its charges would neutralize each other (Figure 9).[^31]
• **Kerr Black Hole:** A rotating black hole without charge, having an ellipsoidal shape. The dark area between the event horizon and the static limit, known as the ergosphere, can be used to extract energy. This type of black hole can have two event horizons and two static limits and ultimately two photon spheres that include a ring singularity.\[32,33,34\]

• **Kerr-Newman Black Hole:** Has both charge and spin. This type of black hole is a variant of the Kerr black hole, except it has a charge. Its structure is similar to that of a Kerr black hole, from which energy can be extracted; it also has a ring singularity (Figure 10).\[35\]

![Figure 10: General shape of Kerr and Kerr-Newman black hole](image)

In general, black holes are not directly visible to the human eye, and one method of identifying them in space is through the gravitational lensing effect, which distorts the light from stars passing near these celestial objects. Additional methods for identifying black holes include the detection of X-rays and gamma rays emitted when a star collapses into a black hole, or analyzing the oscillatory motion of stars with a black hole as an invisible companion, to pinpoint the location of these massive objects in space.\[36,37,38,39\]
Cosmic Black Hole or the Initial Seed of the Cosmos (T-Consciousness Cosmology)

Despite some opposition, the Big Bang theory or the Standard Cosmological Model has been accepted by most scientists in describing the mechanism of cosmic expansion, how various types of matter and energy are formed, and the formation of large structures in the universe. T-Consciousness Cosmology, however, challenges this theory and introduces a new model called the ‘Spherical Cosmos.’ The characteristics of this model are defined by the following hypotheses such as the Cosmic Black Hole, the Shell of the Cosmos, Space-Gravity Time, Cosmic Rotation, Center of the Cosmos, etc.

The Cosmic Black Hole hypothesis, or the initial seed of the cosmos, has an anatomy or structure very different from the known black holes. The Cosmic Black Hole hypothesis uses the Spherical Cosmos Model to address questions about the origins of the universe that remain unanswered by the Big Bang model. According to this hypothesis, the cosmos does not follow the fate of a flat universe or a big rip but has a return mechanism that is completely different from the fate of the big crunch, which considers gravity as the factor of the cosmos's re-contraction.

Formation of the Cosmic Black Hole

In conventional cosmology, the increase in the volume of the universe is considered to be an internal expansion, characterized by the increase in the metric distance between objects, which is powered by the negative pressure of dark energy. However, from the perspective of T-Consciousness Cosmology, the universe is undergoing a process called ‘Rebound.’ In fact, the agent of the increase in metric distance is explained through the Rebound mechanism, and also, dark energy causes the expansion of the universe in a different way.

Rebound means returning to the natural and original state of anything. To define rebound, we can use the example of a compressed spring. If we release the spring slowly and continuously, it gradually returns to its original state: free of tension and stress. This process is referred to as the spring's rebound. According to the spherical cosmos model, the same happens to the cosmos. In other words, space, as the primary bedrock of the cosmos, is transitioning from a state of compression or contraction, moving towards a state of rest, free from any tension or stress caused by gravity in space mesh (Figure 11).

![Figure 11: The rebound process of the cosmos in the Spherical Cosmos model](image)
According to the spherical cosmos model, after the complete Rebound of space, the cosmos will have a terminal edge or final boundary, which T-Consciousness Cosmology calls the "Terminal Edge of the Cosmos." In this model, it is proposed that as the volume of the cosmos increases, galaxies, stars, and celestial bodies in the direction of space rebound, toward the terminal edge of the spherical cosmos, and their speed gradually increases until they reach or even surpass the speed of light. It is evident that before reaching the speed of light, these objects will disintegrate and decompose into waves. As this process continues, the waves at the terminal edge of the cosmos become "Absolute Waves," which have wavelengths and amplitudes close to the expanse of the cosmos and rotate in alignment with the "Intrinsic Rotation of the Cosmos" (Figure 12). The cosmos demonstrates an inherent quality of omni-axial spin and rotation. This attribute is reflected in the behavior of its constituent elements. Moreover, the spin and rotation of these elements exhibit complete mutual influence. The topic of cosmic rotation will be examined in another discussion.

![Figure 12: (Top image) The Terminal Edge of the Cosmos after the complete rebound of space mesh. (Bottom image) The rotation of the cosmos in the spherical cosmic model.](image)

During the rebound process, absolute waves become completely parallel and tangent to the terminal edge of the spherical cosmos, signifying the point of maximum space mesh expansion. Driven by the cosmos’ intrinsic rotation, these absolute waves then reverse direction from the edge, returning towards the interior over billions of years. Along this inward journey, absolute waves eventually collide with each other, within a radius of the cosmic sphere. These collisions lead to the formation of mass (ordinary matter) and consequently, gravity. The presence of this mass and gravity causes stress and tension on the space mesh, which had previously reached a natural, decompressed state at the final moment of the rebound process. The effect of this tension propagates back towards the terminal edge of the cosmos.

According to T-Consciousness Cosmology, space in the cosmos consists of infinite elastic, invisible, and dark mesh capable of rotation and twisting across vast dimensions. Therefore, the stress resulting from these collisions can be transferred across the space mesh to the very end of the terminal edge of the cosmos (Figure 13).
As a result of the successive collisions of waves within the space mesh occurring throughout the cosmos, dense waves emerge, giving rise to numerous gravitational centers. In other words, T-Consciousness Cosmology attributes the formation of mass to the formation of dense waves through the collision of non-dense waves. These centers are attracted to each other, creating more powerful gravitational centers that lead to the formation of light-matter (ordinary matter), and then, with the continuation of the cosmic reversion process, result in the creation of light-dark matter, which is the highly compressed ordinary matter. This event causes the space mesh to be pulled toward the gravitational centers. The process of compression or contraction of space not only creates dark matter but the continuation of this compression leads to the formation of another type of matter known as dark-dark matter.

Therefore, T-Consciousness Cosmology introduces two types of dark matter:

1- Light-Dark Matter: This is the result of severe contraction of waves or known ordinary matter. It is so dense that no light passes through it, and the reflection of light is also impossible. This type of matter is found in the Cosmic Black Hole, the shell of the cosmos, and in the central regions of intra-cosmic black holes.

2- Dark-Dark Matter: This results from the contraction of space itself, initially forming dark matter. When space is compressed again with great intensity, it forms dark-dark matter. This type of matter is also found in the Cosmic Black Hole, the shell of the cosmos, and in the central regions of intra-cosmic black holes, which will be further discussed in the hypothesis of the cosmic shell.

During the reversion of the cosmos, ordinary or light matter, which is the result of the collision of non-compressed waves with each other and is formed at gravitational centers, will have a visible frequency over a brief period of time. After that, with the decreasing volume of the universe, due to compression and conversion to light-dark matter, it will no longer be visible. Simultaneously, dark-dark matter formed from the extreme compression of space, moves toward the gravitational centers from all sides. The merging of this type of matter intensifies the gravitational strength of these centers. These centers merge as the size of the cosmos decreases, forming a unified center, which eventually leads both dark-dark matter and light-dark matter to accelerate toward this unified gravitational center, heading toward a cataclysmic collision or a tremendous quench. As a result, space is also compressed under the influence of these gravities.
As a result of increasing gravity, black holes form in various parts of the cosmos. These black holes continuously merge with each other, and instead of getting bigger, they become smaller and smaller due to the decreasing volume of the universe. Under these conditions, on the one hand, gravity also affects temperature by preventing the emission of ‘Thermal Waves,’ while the pressure resulting from the contraction of space compresses these waves intensely. This is where a rare phenomenon occurs; thermal radiations become unimaginably dense, change in nature, and a new unknown type of matter emerges. During this process, space, which tends to contract due to the creation of gravitational force, and is moving towards a single center of gravity, undergoes a massive compression, and all components of the cosmos are crushed towards that gravitational center.

The weak nuclear force and the strong nuclear force disappear with the disappearance of fundamental particles. In these conditions, the concepts of wave, particle, and electromagnetic field will cease to exist. In other words, all particles and waves lose their nature, and the Planck length will also become meaningless in this unimaginably intense compression. Therefore, inside the Cosmic Black Hole, an absolute matter is formed by the extremely high compression, from the unity of materials such as a new type of matter known by T-Consciousness Cosmology as ‘Thermal Matter’ (highly compressed thermal waves), light-dark matter, and dark-dark matter. In other words, the matter forming this Cosmic Black Hole is indivisible. T-Consciousness Cosmology refers to this absolute matter as ‘TAM (Taheri Absolute Matter).’ Hence, TAM results from the unimaginable compression of waves and space mesh; it is the matter that makes up the infinitely small Cosmic Black Hole.

Concurrently, a specific type of time, which T-Consciousness Cosmology introduces as an "entropic force" acting to release space from stress and compression, comes into play. This type of time is introduced as the fourth dimension in the theory of relativity, but T-Consciousness Cosmology considers it a "force" and not a dimension, as it has both magnitude and direction. In the Cosmic Black Hole, time is at its infinite and maximum state to release gravity from stress. However, since there will be no mass by the end of the cosmic rebound and gravity reaches zero, and the space mesh themselves will not have any contraction, this same force of time will also reach zero. More details about the force of time will be provided in the ‘Space-Gravity Time’ hypothesis.

In general, T-Consciousness Cosmology states that the Cosmic Black Hole hypothesis is the infinitesimally small initial seed of the cosmos before its birth, which not only has unimaginably high gravity, but is also made of absolute matter or TAM, which is potentially ready to create all components of the universe. In other words, the massive compression of the reversion of the cosmos, in which all kinds of matter and energy lose their nature, the Cosmic Black Hole or the ‘Black Pearl of the Cosmos,’ which is the beginning of a new ‘Consecutive Universe,’ is born (Figure 14).

![Figure 14: Taheri Absolute Matter (TAM)](image)
On the other hand, this perspective states that the total reversion or contraction of the cosmos equals $t_{total} = t_1 + \Delta t_2$. With this assumption, the cosmos, which reaches its ultimate size in $n$ billion years, will take $n$ billion years plus $\Delta t_2$ to form the Cosmic Black Hole, which is the total reversion time of the cosmos and its conversion into this type of black hole. The time $\Delta t_2$ is an additional period applied to the entire cosmic system due to very high gravity in moments close to the formation of the Cosmic Black Hole.

Figure 15: Total reversion time
The age of 50 billion years for the cosmos is proposed as an example in this model.

An important point here is that, from the perspective of T-Consciousness Cosmology, space and time do not exist outside this black hole, and the entire cosmos is compressed within it. In fact, the Cosmic Black Hole is so small, it is undefinable by any of the measurements known to us (i.e., Planck length).

Comparisons between the Cosmic Black Hole and Intra-Cosmic Black Holes

- **Comparison from an Absolute and Relative Perspective**

Intra-cosmic black holes have relative and variable parameters and have since existed in various types and countless numbers within the cosmos.

T-Consciousness Cosmology posits that the inevitable principle of motion ensures nothing in the cosmos remains constant. Primary and secondary constituents like space, gravity, time, matter, energy, and derivatives like temperature and light are in a state of continual change and are relative.

This relativity applies to characteristics within intra-cosmic black holes. However, the Cosmic Black Hole, or the initial seed of the universe is an exception. Upon the reversion of the cosmos after its ultimate rebound, this black hole will absorb the entire cosmos and everything it encompasses is in a state of unity, homogeneity and indivisibility. Because it encompasses all the constituents of the material universe that exist in a potential state within it and has no exchange with anything external to itself, this black hole is consequently considered an absolute black hole, unparalleled and incomparable to anything else (Figure 16).
Comparison in terms of Planck Length, Pauli Exclusion Principle, and Chandrasekhar Limit

The Pauli Exclusion Principle and the Chandrasekhar Limit can be employed to define and calculate the formation of intra-cosmic black holes. The Pauli Exclusion Principle states that two or more identical fermions (particles with half-integer spin) cannot simultaneously occupy the same quantum state within a quantum system. The Chandrasekhar Limit is responsible for the electron degeneracy pressure that can halt the collapse of a star, resulting in the formation of a white dwarf, or a neutron star, or a black hole. In essence, it implies that two electrons can never be in the same place at the same time. It is because of this principle that a dying star with a mass greater than the Chandrasekhar Limit collapses into itself, and the remaining mass transforms into a black hole.\[41,42\]

These principles govern all intra-cosmic black holes. Also, if the existence of a singularity in intra-cosmic black holes is accepted, before the point of singularity, the contraction of space can be relatively defined up to about the Planck length, which is the smallest meaningful unit of length in quantum physics.

However, electrons or any other constituent of matter are undefinable in the context of the Cosmic Black Hole. And since the Pauli exclusion principle and the Chandrasekhar limit are only valid with the existence of fundamental particles, these principles do not apply to the Cosmic Black Hole, which is absolute and nothing is divisible within it (Figure 17).
**Comparison in terms of Schwarzschild Radius and Event Horizon**

As previously mentioned, general relativity predicts, at the center of every intra-cosmic black hole, there is a point with almost infinite gravity where space-time and known laws completely lose their nature. This point is called a singularity. Apart from the singularity, intra-cosmic black holes have a boundary around them from which no mass or light can escape due to the very high gravitational pull. In fact, this boundary is a point of no return, known as the event horizon, and the distance between the event horizon and the singularity is called the Schwarzschild radius. On the other hand, this radius changes based on the expansion of the universe and the motion of the black hole, influenced by its speed.

While outside the Cosmic Black Hole, i.e., after the complete contraction of the cosmos, neither space nor time will exist. Therefore, the Schwarzschild radius and consequently the internal and external event horizons, as well as other sections like the ergosphere and the quiet zone, are non-applicable and irrelevant; thus, the Cosmic Black Hole remains unchanged. In essence, this black hole is absolute (Figure 18).

![Figure 18: (Right image) Absence of the Schwarzschild radius and event horizon in the Cosmic Black Hole. (Left image) Presence of the Schwarzschild radius and event horizon in intra-cosmic black holes.](image)

**Comparison in terms of Velocity Relative to Space**

From the perspective of T-Consciousness Cosmology, the cosmos is in a state of rebound and everything within it is in motion with a velocity. This rebound is different from the Big Bang model’s mechanism of cosmic expansion. As the cosmos increases in volume, objects within it move further apart, and the velocity of galaxies and intra-cosmic black holes also increases in the direction of this expansion. In other words, all intra-cosmic black holes are in motion and have velocities relative to each other, ultimately disintegrating and vanishing during the cosmos's final rebound moments. While the Cosmic Black Hole neither possesses motion velocity nor a counterpart to compare it to with in a relative space. Essentially, the Cosmic Black Hole is the cosmos itself in unimaginably small and infinite dimensions (Figure 19).

![Figure 19: (Right image) The motion of an intra-cosmic black hole due to the expansion of the cosmos and its changing shape. (Left image) Absence of motion of the Cosmic Black Hole.](image)
• **Comparison in terms of Mass and State Change**

From the viewpoint of conventional cosmology or astrophysics, based on quantum gravity theory, there is a concept known as the Hawking-Page phase transition, indicating a black hole's transition from one state to another. Scientists study the state changes of black holes in different spaces according to this concept.[45]

However, from the viewpoint of T-Consciousness Cosmology, intra-cosmic black holes are subject to motion, increasing velocity, acceleration, and direction due to their alignment with cosmic expansion; hence, this velocity does not come without consequences. That means that intra-cosmic black holes, with considerable speed, possess spin and move in synchronicity with the rebounding cosmos. Essentially, the inherent increasing velocity of cosmic rebound continuously adds to the velocity of these black holes. Consequently, any mass, including intra-cosmic black holes moving within the space mesh encounters resistance (from the mesh). This resistance leads to disintegration during space rebound (cosmic expansion). As their velocity increases along their trajectory, intra-cosmic black holes lose their ability to absorb matter, lacking the replacement mass necessary for survival. In contrast, the Cosmic Black Hole is not subject to motion, velocity or changes in state. Nothing exists beyond it to create friction and cause erosion. Therefore, it can retain absolute matter or mass within itself (Figures 20,21).

![Figure 20: (Right image) Absence of erosion or evaporation of the Cosmic Black Hole due to the absence of space surrounding it. (Left image) Erosion and evaporation of intra-cosmic black holes.](image1)

![Figure 21: General characteristics of the Cosmic Black Hole](image2)
Comparison in terms of Temperature Exchange

The temperature in intra-cosmic black holes is variable and surrounded by the ambient space temperature, which is equivalent to 2.7 Kelvin. In fact, there is a temperature difference between intra-cosmic black holes and the surrounding space. Therefore, the temperature exchange continues until the black hole loses its temperature and gains equilibrium with the vast cosmos. As a result, intra-cosmic black holes will one day lose their energy as they approach absolute zero temperature (Figure 22).

Comparison in terms of Hawking Radiation

Intra-cosmic black holes, no matter how large, may encounter a phenomenon known as Hawking radiation. According to this theory, Hawking radiation leads to the loss of mass and energy from a black hole due to quantum effects in the vicinity of the event horizon, known as "black hole evaporation." Therefore, if this hypothesis is accepted, black holes that do not gain mass over time will evaporate and eventually vanish.[46]

However, as previously mentioned, there is no space around the Cosmic Black Hole to engage in temperature and energy exchange with; hence, it cannot lose its temperature. In other words, space and time and any mass that is to emerge from this black hole in the future as components of the cosmos, are stored within it in a potential state.

Figure 22: (Right image) Absence of temperature exchange in the Cosmic Black Hole. (Left image) Presence of temperature exchange in intra-cosmic black holes.

However, since the Cosmic Black Hole is not in contact with any external space, the Hawking radiation hypothesis does not apply, and it cannot evaporate (Figure 23).
• **Comparison in terms of Fundamental Forces**

Scientists speculate that within a black hole, the energy might be high enough for the fundamental forces to unify with one another. However, since a complete theory of quantum gravity that unifies quantum mechanics and general relativity is not yet available, a definitive answer to this question is also currently not possible. However, it is possible that within intra-cosmic black holes, the fundamental forces, including gravitational and electromagnetic fields are all indivisible up to the hypothetical singularity point, with gravity increasing as it approaches this point.

But within the Cosmic Black Hole, only gravity remains among the four fundamental forces. This near-infinite gravity crushes atomic nuclei, eliminating the other fundamental forces. As a result, the atom itself, along with any other fundamental particles, entirely lose their nature, leading to a unification of all types of matter (Figure 24).
• **Comparison in terms of Time**

According to the theory of relativity, time in intra-cosmic black holes, from the perspective of an observer outside of them, is relatively dilated. However, firstly, in the Cosmic Black Hole, the concept of time is introduced as an entropic force, and secondly, general relativity’s definition of time, would be in its most dilated state inside the cosmic black hole. (Figure 25).

![Figure 25: Passage of time in an intra-cosmic black hole and the Cosmic Black Hole.](image)

• **Comparison in terms of Space**

Space around and inside intra-cosmic black holes is relatively compressed. In other words, space is not at its most critical and crumpled state. This is while the space within the Cosmic Black Hole is in its smallest volume with ultimate compression and contraction. This compression tends toward zero but does not become zero itself, because if this was the case, the Cosmic Black Hole would vanish. On the other hand, there is no space or time around the Cosmic Black Hole to undergo contraction (Figure 26).

![Figure 26: (Left image) Relative compression of space around and within an intra-cosmic black hole and the presence of space and time around it. (Right image) Maximum compression of space within the Cosmic Black Hole and the absence of space-time around it.](image)
• **Comparison in terms of the Photon Sphere and Electric Charge**

Light waves spinning around powerful black holes create a halo and flow around them; this is known as the photon sphere. Some types of intra-cosmic black holes have a photon sphere and electric charge. While the Cosmic Black Hole, due to the absence of space and also the lack of energy and fundamental particles in its vicinity, cannot have a photon sphere and electric charge (Figure 27).

![Figure 27: (Left image) Lack of a photon sphere and electric charge in the Cosmic Black Hole. (Right image) Presence of a photon sphere and electric charge in intra-cosmic black holes.](image.png)

• **Comparison in terms of mergeability**

Intra-cosmic black holes can merge with each other, and when they come close, they transform into a larger black hole with greater mass and stronger gravity through the process of merging. However, the Cosmic Black Hole is completely unique and solitary, with no other mass outside of it that it could potentially merge with (Figure 28).

![Figure 28: (Right image) Inability to merge with a counterpart for the Cosmic Black Hole due to its uniqueness. (Left image) Merging capabilities in intra-cosmic black holes.](image.png)
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